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Clinical Forms Customization

Streamlined clinical content customization that
supports the providers workflow and facilitates
the capture of information via HTML.

Customize Your Clinical Forms
Capturing clinical information that supports the provider workflow in athenaPractice EMR is essential and enables the
provider to focus on what is most important, the patient, Quatris Healthco's Clinical Forms Customization service
updates the look and feel of your athenaPractice clinical content forms via a tool called HTML (HyperText
Markup Languages). HTML can be leveraged to design content that is more streamlined and user friendly than other
form editors you may have used in the past.
Using customized HTML forms can reduce some of the common concerns of providers, such as scrolling, and HTML
can be programmed to automatically adjust form size to fit the monitor size it is displayed on. HTML forms are also
required when you want to collect data from your website. An HTML form on a web page allows a user to enter data
that is sent to a server for processing. Forms can resemble paper or database forms because web users fill out
the forms using checkboxes, radio buttons, and/or text fields.
Quatris Healthco is addressing some of the most common struggles providers report to us when interacting with
forms, and we have already redesigned some forms in HTML, with many more on the way. Examples include:
New Historical form - allows you to be able to quickly circulate through previous document visits to reconstruct
the patient's history in the practice, and be able to insert previous or any data stored in obs terms. You no longer
need to go into the Documents section of the patient chart and open individual visits to read through notes or view
obs terms on a cumbersome flowsheet.
New Exam form - everything from Medicals, problems, allergies to Impression and Plan can be documented from
one "clean" base form with no per field character limitation.

Benefits of using Customized Forms
Supports the providers workflow
Modern "look and feel" to clinical forms
Design is streamlined and user friendly
Minimizes "scrolling
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Adjusts to monitor size
Enable data capture via web forms
No longer limited to 2000 characters
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